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easy transportation without compromising too much on minimum radius.
This time I have used a Grainge & Hodder 1200mm x 600mm baseboard as
the basic shape with an insulation Board extension to accommodate thefull
Welcome to the April Edition of Ditchlight.
width of the loop. Control, as before, will be based on an arduino with IR
sensors. So far the board has been constructed along with the legs. The
I have just returned from an Easter Break caravanning in Rendlesham Fortrack plan has been drawn on the board, and hopefully the Insulation Board
est, Suffolk. An area made famous by sightings of UFO’s in the 1980’s, close
extension will be constructed next week, after which track can be laid and
to a now disused USAF airbase. Didn’t spot any myself. Also railways a bit
the electronics fitted.
thin on the ground as well. Regarding recent topics discussed by this Group,
I was not able to follow the email threads until I got back due to a very poor I am also hoping to do some scenery repairs to Frating Pulp before the April
mobile phone signal in that area.
Meet.

From the Head End

Unfortunately, since the last issue of Ditchlight, I tested positive for Covid so Finally in case you missed the announcement the Brew and Natter on 7 th
could not make the last St Osyth Meet. That meant my Reverse Loop could May will now include an EGM to approve the integration of the European
not be tested. Hopefully I will be able to bring it to the April Meet.
Region into the British Region where they would become a Division. The
Although a lot of the N Scale Layout was not available I understand that the reason for the EGM rather than waiting to the AGM is that it is felt that if
IFY Module was in operation and a Switching Session was enjoyed by Dean action is not taken now we may lose
some sixty members currently part of
and new member Dennis Kamper.
the European Region. So if you have any
At the April Meet we hope to have both layouts setup in their Feering Conviews on this matter I urge you to join
figuration, together with the stock that we intend to run at that event. By
th
the way the April Meet will now be a two day event, due to the Community the Brew and Natter on the 7 May.
Centre having a cancellation for the Saturday we have taken over.

Enjoy this edition of The Ditchlight

Arrangements for the Region’s May Meet are much as previously announced. However due to changed circumstances Andy Ambrose will not be and hopefully I will see you at a Virable to run his remote Ops Session. The Region is organising a popular vote tual Meet or St Osyth in the near fucontest for structures and stock at the Meet. It may also be possible to get ture.
items for the AP assessed. If this is of interest to you I would suggest contacting Ray Persing (trpersing@gmail.com) for further details.

David

I used my time confined to barracks with Covid to begin work on another
reverse loop that will fit the east end of the layout. This is again to give an 20 April 2022
alternative should Paul E’s scenicked Reversing Loop be unavailable. Once
again I have tried to make the design as compact as possible, to allow for
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THAMESIDERS NEWS
GROUP MEETS
Saturday

NEXT TWO MEETS
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 23/24 APRIL 2022
In person meet at St Osyth - directions on last page. Yes, a double header.
There will be running and work sessions so bring your trains and your tools.
Final fettling for the May Region Meet. Doors open at 10.00am each day so
please be there early to help set up. Break down around 4.00pm Sunday
(earlier if required). Paul Harman could do with help to put away at St Osyth
on Sunday.

Those who can spare the time please go to St Osyth (Paul Evans will advise
precise time once Paul Harman has agreed that with the hall owners) to load
the van with the HO and N scale layouts stored there. Paul E will also make a
trip to Colchester club premises to collect tables. The plan is to get to Feering
for 14.00 hrs to get access to the hall and start setting out the hall and assembling the two main layouts.
The objective for the day is to mark out the halls, set out all tables, erect the
layouts, test them and place stock in preparation for Sunday.

SATURDAY 14 MAY 2022

Sunday

Virtual Meet at 10..00am. Watch for an e-mail from David Ammon with log
on details/weblink.

Access from 08.00 hrs. All hands on deck from the get go please. Final assembly and testing of all exhibits. Provide as much assistance to others bringing stands etc especially Eric Belshaw with the Region Library - books are
heavy! Set up Region stand in foyer.

DATES FOR 2022
As a general trend all meetings will be on the 2nd and
4th Saturday of each month so as not to clash with Region’s “Brew & Natter” sessions on the 1st and 3rd
Saturdays.

Bacon Butties before kick off at 10.00 hrs.

Meets in 2022 will be Virtual on 2nd Saturdays and at St Osyth on the 4th
Saturdays, except April when it is Saturday AND Sunday 24th - see all dates
detailed in the attachment to Alan Sewell’s e-mail dated 5 April 2022.

MAY REGION MEET.
We are fast approaching the big day in May when we will be holding the Region’s real Spring Meet at Feering Community Centre. Paul Evans has provided a schedule and will be building up a spread sheet rota for us all who are
available. Please do respond to his e-mails asking you confirm availability on
both Saturday and Sunday - Saturday to transport all the layouts and set up
the hall as best we can in the time available to us.

10.00 hrs the doors will be open and everything will be running smoothly!
Paul Purnell is drawing up a roster for stock for EBL - please advise him what
you are planning to bring, Please ensure all stock is tested and fettled ready
to roll, rather than fall off the track or cause a short circuit. The N scale group
are doing likewise. Paul E is drawing up a rota for each area of activity please note your allotted times when finally circulated.
Breakdown will commence from 4.00pm. Stock removal is a priority here so
that boards/modules can be disassembled without fear of damage to rolling
stock and structures.
Please give as mush help as you can at this vital time, to others as well as
Thamesiders. Paul H will oversee final putting away at St Osyth at the end of
the day. As many hands there as possible would be much appreciated.
Finally watch out for and read ALL e-mail from Paul E before the big day.
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REGION EVENTS
MECH MODELS AMERICANA WEEKEND
This is not an official NMRA BR Event but is supported by Black Diamonds
NMRA Group on 23/24 April 2022 at Mech Models in Burton-on-Trent.
Details in Roundhouse magazine.

BRITISH REGION SPRING MEET 2022 (As reproduced in the SE
Division Newsletter for March 2022)
Hosted by Thamesiders on Sunday 22 May 2022 at Feering Community
Centre near Kelvedon, Essex CO5 9QB. 10.00am til 4.00pm. Details also in
March/April Roundhouse plus the flyer on page 4.

The NMRA(BR) 2022 May Meet is being hosted by the Thamesiders at the
Feering Community Centre CO5 9QB on the 22/5/2022 – 10:00 hrs
till16:00 hrs.

ering. A limited number of Bring and Buy tables are available. If you want
some space please contact Paul Evans (paul@colchestermrc.org) who is
organising the event.
The trade will be represented by Anoraks Anonymous, Coastal DCC with
Orwell Models and Plus Daughters (N scale specialist supplier).
The British Region will be represented by the NMRA(BR) Library , so please
bring back all those books you have had on loan. Chris James will have a
DCC programming track. Ray Persing will be running a popular vote contest
featuring freight and passenger cars.
The Kelvedon Sandwich Bar will be providing the refreshments with a full
range of sandwiches, baguettes. And refreshments For the early arrivers
there will be bacon butties or something similar.
Admission price is £5.00 for non NMRA members and £4.00 for members.

The HO modules, as the Essex Belt lines, have been exhibited previously .
The Essex Belt Lines will be presented in a tail chaser configuration 31ft x
15ft.

Further information can be found at http://www.thamesidersmrg.org.uk

The N gauge modules are based on a twin track mainline and will be exhibited as an L shaped dog bone. The main-line has (in one direction) a
running length of 50 ft or so. The long arm of the N gauge “L” has a split 7
road yard on part of it.
To complement the two sets of modules, we have a time-saver switching
layout for your entertainment.
Assuming the Wi-Fi connection is adequate, we will also have an on-line
operations set-up. Dan Spalding will be demonstrating his model weathPage 3
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REGION EVENTS

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

BRITISH REGION CONVENTION 2022 - CREWE

UPCOMING NATIONAL CONVENTIONS

Advance notice of the Region Convention in 2022. Notwithstanding the notice in the November/December Roundhouse the dates are in fact a week
earlier on 4-6 November. The Train Show will be at the Crewe Heritage Centre but the Convention Hotel will be a short distance away at the Hotel Ibis
Styles. It is about a 15 minute walk from Crewe station.

The 2020 St Louis Convention was cancelled but the team put in a bid to replace Birmingham 2022 which was cancelled due to non-availability of venues
due to the Commonwealth Games moving dates onto ours. Events now
scheduled are:

OTHER EVENTS:
Saturday 17 September 2022 sees the return of the Seaboard Southern Show
in Crawley. See their flyer below for details:

2022 St Louis, MO (7-14 August 2022). Registration is now open. See
https://www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?preview&event_id=13724. Watch
for selected layouts on the tours - see below.
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MEMBER NEWS
BEHIND THE FENCE PART 3 - IT’S NOT JUST THE CRITTERS by Alan Sewell
Another dip into the wonderful world of captive railroading this time looking at hoppers and their relatives’ side-dump cars
In the world of plant and industrial railways hoppers had three main uses. The most
obvious perhaps was carrying material used in the production process, but I have few
photos showing them. However these tended to be standard gondolas as used on
class one railroads, but some such and woodchip or hog fuel cars were more unusual. The second use was in track or other maintenance especially important where
heavy loads were carried and the third was moving waste generated in the plant.
So let’s hop over the fence and see some hoppers

Photos clockwise from top right: Ex-GN Pressed steel hoppers from the mid 1920’s cut

down for M.o.W use on the City of Prineville Railway in Oregon; Another conversion
from a class one car. An “uncovered” hopper used for ballast handling on Weyerhaeuser’s Columbia & Cowlitz (CLC) out of Longview and seen in 1997; and Englewood
Railway in 2006 and standard ex-CN Hart ballast hoppers. Obviously they had had a
hard life before Canfor got them as the lettering says “3 buckets of gravel per end
ONLY”. While this still has all CN’s numbering Canfor have renumbered it to 093.
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MEMBER NEWS
BEHIND THE FENCE PART 3 by Alan Sewell (Continued)

Photos clockwise from top left: Pacific Car & Foundry ballast hopper built in 1920’s, and rebuilt in Shelton shops with improved brakes and steel frames, on ballast train in 1989; PC&F ballast hopper in original form and in use at Potlatch, Headquarters ID in the late 1950’s; Another Potlatch PCF hopper but with built
up sides increasing hopper capacity; and Western Wheel Scraper wood body side dump used by Edward Hines Lumber at Seneca OR and seen in the late 1950’s.
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MEMBER NEWS
BEHIND THE FENCE PART 3 by Alan Sewell (Continued)

Photos clockwise from top left: A similar, but steel body, side dump at Potlatch in the late 1950’s; Simpsons version in use in

1989 – one of five used for track work; Another side dump trails two of Simpson’s SW1200 back to the mill at Shelton
in1989; and Side dumps at work – three steel bodied cars dumping ballast at Cook reload wye in August 1989 .
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MEMBER NEWS
BEHIND THE FENCE PART 3 by Alan Sewell (Continued)

Photos clockwise from top left: Wood chip hopper conversions on Weyerhaeuser’s Woods Railroad in the early 1980s. On the right is a conver-

sion of a 50-ft box car followed by two GS gondola’s with wood extensions. These three cars date back to the start of wood chip transport in
the mid-1950’s; Ex-SP 60-foot chip hopper used between Green Mountain mill and the paper mill at Longview in 1999; Another ex-SP hopper but this used for hauling hog fuel again from Green Mountain Mill in 1999. Hog fuel is waste not usable by paper mills but can be burnt
in mill boilers i.e. Biomass; and The steel version on the wood chip hopper. These were built new for Weyerhaeuser in the late 1980’s. The
yellow paint indicates were the cars are strengthened for use at the mill chip roll-over unloader. Also photographed in August 1999.
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION - FREEMO SOUTH @ EPSOM 12/13 MARCH 2022

6

9

7 8
4
1
2

On Saturday and Sunday 12th/13th March 2022 Freemo South
took place at St Andrews School, Epsom, hosted by Chris James,
Tom Winlow, Geoff Tiller and Dan Spalding. Due to Covid there
had not been this event since 2020, just before lockdown. Set-up
layout was planned by Geoff Tiller and Tom Winlow and is reproduced opposite. Mel Rogers was the modules foreman who oversaw the physical assembly and Neil rogers was the electrical guru
who supplied the Digitrax system to run it on.
Nothing was placed on the layout until all electrical testing across
the entire set up was completed. As you can imagine with a set up
of this scale it took about three hours until the first wheel could be
turned. Unlike previous events here when JMRI was used to generate switch lists this time it was done manually by Alan Crooks, assisted by Paul Steedman as Chief Dispatcher.
Freight cars were placed at industry spots and in yards, essentially
two cars for each spot, one to pick up and one to drop off. And
then it was all systems go. Some spent time was working Dale
Yard, as that is where the trains were made up once Alan Crooks
had compiled his train lists. Car cards each had a waybill inside to
tell where it was going and these were followed to set up the
trains, with cars blocked where time allowed to assist in the
switching down the line. Teams of two then stepped forward to
collect their trains and car cards, an engineer with the throttle and
the conductor to orchestrate matters (yes, pun intended!).

5

3

Fun then ensued for a day and a half. Sound fitted locos were cursed by some, especially when the amperage draw kicked out the
control system. Fortunately this was over the lunch period so
beans were taken early for some.
There were also some bring & buy tables and bargains were there
to be had. Happy campers all round.
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION - FREEMO SOUTH @ EPSOM 12/13 MARCH 2022 (Cont’d)

2

1.All roads lead to…...Dale
Yard. The siding on the
right foreground was
used as the yard lead at
this end.

2.PNW GP39-2 and GP40
switch the yard.
3.Decatur MPD with road
power ready to go for
their trains

3

1
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION - FREEMO SOUTH @ EPSOM 12/13 MARCH 2022 (Cont’d)

2
4

5

These are the three destinations that freight trains
made their way to:
4. Blue Ridge by Mark Ward, with a small yard to
bottom right;
5. Fort Myers by Ian Lampkin with passenger depot
(based on Orlando, FL), small yard, a plethora of
industries and a loco facility; and
6. Port Dominique by Neil Rogers with small yard,
passenger depot and train barge handling in port.

6
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION - FREEMO SOUTH @ EPSOM 12/13 MARCH 2022 (Cont’d)

2
7

8

9

Two modules by Ian Smith:
7. Far end of Port Dominque the tracks split
through a complex junction with some street
running too;

8.This is called simply “Brewery”, the only industry is this area; and
9. Another view of the triangle junction with
Minnesota Commercial power in evidence - the
slug is scratch-built. The B30-7s are by Rapido.
MORE NEXT ISSUE

3
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FOS SCALE MODEL KIT
Some time ago I was lucky enough to get my hands on a laser-cut craftsman
kit from FOS Scale Models. Part of their normally exclusive kit of the month
club, this kit was offered for sale on a limited run; at only $40 well within my
budget too. (There were 4 kits offered, all of which sold out in under a week).
The kit comes with all the wood pre-cut and labelled, and highly detailed instructions which they recommend reading in full before doing anything – and
it does pay to read the instructions which I found to my cost (almost)!
First step is to brace the walls with 1/8” strips (the instructions have useful
diagrams showing exactly where to put them), then staining the walls. I didn’t
read this correctly and went ahead with staining the walls (a mix of India ink
and Isopropyl Alcohol). Then wondered why the walls were starting to warp?
Schoolboy error; always read and reread the instructions, fortunately I
caught the walls just in time and braced accordingly!

Taking my lead from YouTube videos showing construction of this type of
kit, I scraped the walls with a saw blade and lifted a few planks to simulate wear and tear on the building, before applying the staining. Next step
is to paint the walls, for this I used washes of green acrylic paint, grading
from grass green to avocado, until the desired look was achieved.
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FOS SCALE MODEL KIT (Continued)
may have been repainted a few times in its
life, I’ve given it a lilac finish, to contrast with
the blue trim elsewhere on the building.

The window frames were painted in white
then dabbed over with lilac, before the glazing
was applied and the units fixed into the walls.
I did remember to fit everything before fitting
the 4th wall (I have at least learnt from previous mistakes).
Along the base of the walls there is a dry brushing of an earth tone, where
dirt would naturally collect.
The bracing enables the walls and ends to be glued together leaving a 1/16”
gap for the trim. I stained mine in baby blue, which contrasts nicely with the
avocado green walls. The trim is a nice touch, completing the wall ends
where an unsightly seam would otherwise exist (something to copy on my
scratch-built buildings). The opposite wall to the one above (with a large door
opening) is constructed from tar paper overlaid with baton bracing. As this
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FOS SCALE MODEL KIT (Continued)
There is an outbuilding which FOS recommends installing a tar paper roof.
But, as I wanted to experiment with corrugated roofing, I went down this avenue instead. Cutting small pieces of stiff foil (the kind used for platter trays),
I scribed them on the reverse side at 2mm intervals and painted and weathered them to simulate a rusty roof. The effect is quite good and works well
on this small lean-to shed.
The final assembly was completed in one evening and with a few suitable
“old-time” posters added, the effect is quite pleasing. The decking went together smoothly, there were holes pre-drilled for the piles to fit in to. This
building now serves as a Transfer Depot on my team track. More photos
overleaf.
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FOS SCALE MODEL KIT (Continued)
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON
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GARAGE AND REPAIR SHOP
Back in September 2021 I was surfing the internet and came across a kit for a
building I rather liked. The only problem was that at over $60 (+ postage to
the UK), it was out of my price range. So, having the scratch building bug
firmly lodged in me I set to and printed off the building elevations (as shown
here). ‘Keegers Garage & Repair’ is a clapboard building with a decent shop
frontage. Handily I had acquired a set of windows that would fit this building,
in place of the large shop windows. Not an exact match but close enough.
After all, I’m not looking to produce a carbon copy of the kit.

Measuring up and initial cutting took place, then I got injured and was unable
to climb the loft ladder until late December 2021. Over Christmas I was finally able to climb back into the loft for some serious modelling. I’ve painted the walls azure blue at the base and baby blue at the top. The border

between the two colours will have a red edging strip. (I’ve seen it done on
YouTube videos and it looks quite effective). The green tape is builders’
frog-tape, it gives a nice straight line to paint against and it comes off
cleanly from the greyboard, without ripping half the board away with it.
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON
GARAGE AND REPAIR SHOP by Ian Watton (Continued)

As is my way of scratch building,
each step is tried multiple times
before committing glue to greyboard. The final photo shows my
“what-next” planning effort; the
building is held together with a
90º builders magnet and edging
strips loose fitted. I may not stick
with them in this position, but it
always helps to document every
step (especially if I get injured
again and I’m forced out of the loft
for another 3 months)

TO BE CONTINUED
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IMPROVING
ACCURAIL
FOWLER
BOXCARS
by PATRICK
GRACE
(Continued)
PUTTING EAGLE
LAKE ON
THE TEXAS
PACIFIC
LINES MAP
by Mike
Arnold
Watching a couple of YouTube videos of trains around Rosenberg TX recently
showed that the UP Rosenberg local now extends to Eagle Lake, the next
sizeable township west of Rosenberg. It has two rail-served industries and a
yard and a triangle for turning locomotive sets if needed. It is also occasionally served by haulers (slow lumbering manifests) between Houston and San
Antonio.

abandoned. Andy Ambrose’s plan of my layout is thus now out of date!
This will add more to operating the UP local. It will now probably take a full
day’s work. I will let you know. A&K spur is shown at left, accessed off the
loop track around past Rosenberg Produce Center; Colorado County Rice Mill
tracks below. It will need some low relief silos to complete the picture.

Colorado Country Rice Mill Inc (also known as Rice Dryers) ships out, you
guessed it, dried rice in bulk, in covered hoppers.
A&K Railroad Materials Inc, on a long spur to the South, a former Santa Fe
branch, handles…...err….railroad materials such as ties, track sections, turnout parts etc. They also supply services in track removal and repair - effectively an outsourced MOW team. They can then re-cycle track parts as required by railroads, and used ties for landscape gardening. Gondolas and
flatcars can be expected at their location.
To accommodate this the track at the far right has been re-aligned and extended to create a spur for A&K and a loop track for Colorado County Rice
Mill. The planned extension to an upper level above Rosenberg has been
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EMD SD40T-2 SP #8503

EMD SD40T-2 #8503 on helper duties at Devore, CA about to
help a BNSF manifest assault Cajon Pass. Note this loco has
been repainted into the post-DRGW merger “speed lettering” scheme. It remains 4 years after the UP takeover in SP
paint. No patch,,,,,yet. At right charging through Cajon Station about to hot Sullivan’s Curve.
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OAKWAY LEASING EMD SD60 #9080

Caught at rest, awaiting the road in
the Mojave Desert on an eastbound BNSF mixed manifest, here
Is an Oakway Leasing Company
SD60 far from its usual home on
former BN trackage hauling coal
out of the Powder River . September 2000.
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THAMESIDERS SUB-DIVISION OFFICERS AND CONTACTS
The Management Committee

NMRA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Chairman

David Ammon

davea200@yahoo.co.uk

07944518033

Treasurer

Paul Evans

paul@colchestermrc.org

01376 570156

Secretary

Alan Sewell

aasewell@aol.com

07880 732669

Representative

Paul Purnell

pmjandlrr@talktalk.net

01284 763701

Publicity

Neal Kamper

nealkamper@yahoo.co.uk

07540 306572

Other Officers/Volunteers
Website

Martin Gibson

mng@deskdata.co.uk

07976 375258

Ditchlight Editor

Mike Arnold

tunnelmotor@tiscali.co.uk

01892 459967
07808323094

Varying discounts and offers are available to NMRA
members on production of their current membership
card from the following suppliers:
•

10-20% off at Malc’s Models (Ilkeston, Derbyshire)

•

10% off at Plus Daughters (Basildon – N scale
specialists)

•

10% off at Grainge & Hodder (laser-cut baseboard kits) with code nmrabr 19

•

15% off Lenz Digital Plus at A&H Models
(Brackley, Northants)

Please note not all the above supply USA/Canadian
models.
The following do not offer any discounts but the following stock North American models: Invicta Models at
Sidcup, Kent, and Kent Garden Railways at St Mary
Cray, Orpington, Kent. Model Junction is trading from
home now and will remain open for business until at
least 31 December 2021.
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YOUTUBE VIDEO SUGGESTIONS (For those dark nights!)

Top left: promotional video for this year’s National Convention and Traun Show in St Louis
MO - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBWHKoN4keE
Top right: carving and painting Styrofoam to create walls etc by Martin Kovac; not American modelling but universal in application - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=EN7KoAF8H5A
Bottom Left: Virtrual Railfan caught yet another derailment at Santa Fe Junction, Kansas
City, MO - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eU6RXMtW9Dk from 5mins 30 secs. But
see a Boeing plane train at Skykomish, WA at the very start….
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FROM THE CABOOSE - Mike Arnold
It has been an interesting two months since the last newsletter. I have spent much los to represent the dried rice storage facilities
of my time on National NMRA matters with our Winter Business Meeting on line last at Eagle Lake.
month and a lot of energy was spent on agreeing action on appointments within one Oh, almost forgot - I did put together some cab
key Department.
detail for the BNSF GP39R project. I have a numI have also been welcoming on board one new Director, Mike Mackey, who was ber of the Cannon & Co kits for standard EMD
elected recently to the post of Western District Director. I was saved the effort for cab interiors but have never seen how they
the other two newly elected Directors as one, Martyn Jenkins, had been in place as might fit in any RTR GP or SD loco. So I took the
an appointee to the post of At-Large-Worldwide Director, and the other one plunge and cut the baseplates about to fit the
was….well me! So a thank you to all those who did cast a vote. Getting re-elected narrow ledges each side of the drive shaft and
without any competition can not be totally fulfilling but does become gratifying motor/gear housing. Then I found some suitable
when 100% of the votes cast were for me, with no abstentions and no write-ins. I Preiser figures to chop about a bit and paint in
appropriate colours for railroad attire. Every litam honoured to have been nominated and elected.
tle helps. Why don’t more manufacturers follow
It is a job, especially being Lead Director too, and it has to be done well. The other Atlas’s lead and supply a painted crew as ot
major event at NMRA level has been the launch of the digital NMRA magazine. April makes such a difference.
was really the “free” trial issue as it is published in March; the May issue is now out
and as Gordy says in his lead article this is the first real copy. I hope you all get a With the days getting longer and warmer I guess modelling prime time is now runchance to access them as they come out but also all the back issues too. You need to ning down and out. Gardens beckon. But we do have the May Meet to look forward
be registered on the NMRA National website and then you register again when ac- to in just five weeks now. Have you got your stock fine tuned to run on the layout?
cessing the Zinio app that runs the magazines. Please do ley me know if you have Have you looked out that stuff yu do not really need or indeed want anymore? The
any difficulties. It is pleasing to see this come about as it was one of my objectives Bring & Buy table beckons and please do not forget to send Paul Evans your details
when becoming Director. And to be fair Kathy Millatt also tried to get the Board to on the spreadsheet he kindly put together for us. It is after all the ultimate in readdress this need in her time before me. It takes a good deal of new blood to get cycling - sell stiff to pay for new stuff.
things moving.
Finally have you noticed that Model Junction has its final closing down sale with
Finally on BOD matters, there are nine Directors, of which four come from British
Commonwealth countries: Australia x 2, Canada and the UK. Throw in a British President and you can see where the power lies! No just kidding but it is a sign of the
times that non-USA members are having a major impact on the future of our association and perhaps the hobby at large too.

many items at 50% off? I have been in and picked up a good few things that I could
use, including an NCE decoder for the GP39R project loco. I also go some turnouts
for the Eagle Lake project. Very good at half price. Take a look.

So, until 22 May, after a three
week holiday in Florida leaving
The sad news we have had is that Bob Phelps, late of PECO, passed away suddenly at next Monday but home in time
for Feering! See you real soon.
his home in France. Look for more on him and his liufe in Roundhouse very soon.
As a consequence of all of that is that not much modelling has been done, apart
from taking a couple of days to plan and action a change to the track layout at the
far right hand end. There is a report of that on page 19. All I need now are some si-

Mike Arnold
18 April 2022
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NEXT TWO MEETS
MONTHLY MEET AT ST. OSYTH VILLAGE HALL, CLACTON ROAD, BRITISH REGION MAY MEET 22 MAY 2022
CO16 8PE

Take the A133 towards Clacton (past the Frating turnoff) until reaching the St Johns
roundabout where the fire station is. Take the B1027 St Johns road exit towards St
Osyth. After a few miles just after the Pump Hill BP filling station take the left turn
towards St Osyth and the village hall is a little way along on the left set back from the
road. Follow the one-way system around the hall and park in one of the marked bays
at the front. You will come in from the right on the map on B1027 - Clacton Road is
the yellow road running off the B1027 in a WSW direction. The Hall is circled.

By Road North from London A12 Junction 23, go through Kelvedon, passing the Railway
Tavern on the right, over the river Blackwater and up Feering Hill. Pass the location of the
Feering Halt and continue passing the Blue Anchor (on the right) and turn left onto
Coggeshall Road. From the A120 West at Coggeshall junction, take the 1st right to Kelvedon. Go under the railway line. Turn left up Feering Hill at the Railway Tavern. Pass the
location of the Feering Halt and continue passing the Blue Anchor (on the right) and turn
left onto Coggeshall Road. South from London A12 Junction 24, take the 1 st right onto
Coggeshall Road. From the A120 East, turn left off the A120 towards Coggeshall and take
the left turn for Feering. After passing under the main railway line (controlled by traffic
lights) the Community Centre is on the right.
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